
 It is added as an operative clause in point 1.2 "Reaffirms support..." 
 Operative clause 7 is deleted 
Operative clause 3 is modified in order to read “3.Proclamation in view of... 

Working Paper Format

It is not requested yet to introduce signatory or sponsoring / promoting countries, also there is
not an specific order for it, however it is mandatory to respect the essence and structure from a
Resolution Paper and, the most important, in a Draft Resolution there’s no need to write the
operative clauses yet. 

Amendments

An amendment only applies after the Draft Resolution has been approved, by this means, the
committee will open a space to make modifications through the amendment process, this will
recognized as "Division of the question", which will allow the delegations to add, delete or
change an operative clause before reaching the Resolution Paper. 

At this point, it must be written clearly what is going to be modified. Thus, it must be indicated
the operative clause and what is going to be deleted, modified or added, for example: 
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What does HC expects?
File:

Must be saved as: 

Committee_topic_main submiter 

NOTE 1: A person in charge will be requested, so appropriate control is taken by the Chair
towards the blocks, as well, within the Google drive and the WI-FI administration. 

NOTE 2: In the event that there are two or more blocks, the name of the delegation, must be
identified with the block number, also, the chair must provide another the number, which you are
going as identification. For example: 

Block 1 
Short: GA_Israeli Aggression against Iraq_Australia1
Long: AG_Israeli armed aggression against nuclear facilities_Commonwealth of
Australia1 

Block 2 
Short: GA_Israeli Aggression against Iraq_China2
Long:AG_Israeli armed aggression against nuclear facilities_People's Republic of China2
 
Block 3 
Short: GA_Israeli aggression against Iraq_United States3
Long: AG_Israeli armed aggression against nuclear facilities_United States 
of America3 
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In the upper left, write down "United Nations", then, at the same level but on the far right,
add the acronym of the committee, the resolution number, and the last two digits of our
current year.
Add a line that separates the point from above. 
Below that line, you must carry:
In the upper left, the logo of LAMUN XXXVI followed by the complete 

On the right side, at the same level as where the LAMUN XXXVI logo is 

LAMUN XXXVI 
Date 
Original: English (Language) 
Add a line that divides this information, and then add below 
that line: The number of sessions 

TopicA/B
 Topic (The problem that was chosen to be discussed) Sponsoring 

 Signatory countries: 

E X A M P L E: 
GA_Israeli armed aggression against nuclear facilities_Commonwealth of Australia 

Now, there is flexibility by summarizing the document name, but you must maintain the essentials:
 
GA_Israeli Aggression against Iraq_Australia 

Resolution Paper Format:
Must contain: 

name of the committee

located, you must add: 

                    countries: maximum 3
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References to the United Nations Charter or any other international treaty. 
International Statutes made by the Secretary General or any other important body within the
committees of the United Nations. 
General background with information or facts regarding the topic discussed, with its
meaning of importance and the impact at the international society. 

They must contain detailed solutions to the specific problems mentioned above. 
Following the above, the possible solutions must be added with a minimum of 6 operative
clauses.
Each one must be numbered and divided with ” ; " (semicolon) 

BODY FORMAT 
In the center if the paper sheet, adding "Resolution approved by ___ (Full name of the
Committee)" 

Preambulatory phrases: These are the ones that determine or provide guidelines to the
problems that the committee solved throughout the sessions.
 They may contain: 

You must open with a minimum of 8 preambulatory phrases, with legitimate, solid and explicit
solutions. This, developing the main concern that the block has created through the resolution
paper, expressing it with paragraphs of a maximum of 3 lines, and the subtopics that may be
established. 

Operative phrases: These are the ones that are added to the resolution paper, in order to
sustain the solutions created by the committee, mainly for the delegations who act as sponsors.
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